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                Have you ever found yourself stranded on the side of the road, hood up, smoke billowing out, and the flashing hazard lights barely visible through your face-palming frustration? If you’ve been there, you know how a minor inconvenience can quickly escalate into a full-blown catastrophe—often one that could have been easily avoided. Regular car maintenance may seem like a chore, but it’s crucial for keeping your vehicle running smoothly and preventing those dreaded, unexpected breakdowns. 




This blog post will explore why you should never skip your car’s scheduled maintenance. Trust us, adhering to your car’s maintenance schedule is a decision that pays off in the long run, saving you money, ensuring your safety, and even preserving the resale value of your vehicle.
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Why Manufacturers Recommend Maintenance Schedules




Auto manufacturers spend years in research and development, putting vehicles through rigorous tests to understand how they perform under various conditions. These tests range from high-speed manoeuvres to extreme weather conditions, providing valuable data on the wear and tear of every component in a vehicle. Based on this extensive research and testing, manufacturers develop maintenance schedules designed to preemptively address these wear-and-tear issues, ensuring that your car performs reliably for years.




It’s not just about keeping your car running; it’s about keeping it running safely. Scheduled maintenance often includes checks and replacements critical to your safety, such as brake pads, tires, and lights. These schedules are not arbitrary sets of tasks; they are strategically planned activities designed to maximise your vehicle’s performance and safety.




The Basics of Scheduled Maintenance




So, what can you expect during a routine maintenance check? While the specifics may vary depending on the vehicle’s make, model, and age, there are general tasks that almost every car will need.




	Oil Changes: Perhaps the most basic yet essential task, regular oil changes keep your engine running smoothly. Old oil can cause your engine to work harder, leading to more wear and tear.
	Tire Rotations: This involves changing the positions of tires to ensure even tire wear, thereby extending the lifespan of the tires and improving gas mileage.
	Fluid Checks: From your windshield washer fluid to brake fluid, various fluids should be topped off or replaced at specific intervals.
	Inspections: Technicians will typically perform a series of inspections on components like brakes, lights, and belts to ensure they are in good condition.
	Battery Tests: A dying battery is one of the leading causes of breakdowns. Testing your battery can preemptively solve this issue.





The frequency of these tasks can differ based on your driving habits, the age of your car, and the recommendations in your vehicle’s owner’s manual. For instance, a car that frequently drives in dusty conditions might need its air filter replaced more often than the manufacturer’s general recommendation.




The Risks of Skipping Scheduled Maintenance




Financial Implications




When you skip scheduled maintenance, you’re not saving money; you’re merely postponing the inevitable, often at a much higher cost. For instance, avoiding regular oil changes can lead to engine failure. The average cost of engine replacement can range from $4,000 to $7,000, a far cry from the $40-$60 you might spend on an oil change.




Let’s look at another example involving brakes. Neglecting to replace your brake pads can damage your brake rotors. While brake pads might cost around $150 to replace, a damaged rotor can cost upwards of $400 per wheel.




Safety Hazards




Skipping maintenance can have dire consequences for your safety. Worn-out brake pads can lead to brake failure, putting you and other road users at risk. Tire neglect can result in blowouts, particularly dangerous at high speeds. Ignoring coolant levels or the radiator can lead to your engine overheating, which can cause a fire in extreme cases.




Impact on Resale Value




Maintaining a complete service history of your car ensures it runs well and significantly impacts its resale value. Buyers are more likely to pay a premium for a well-maintained vehicle. In contrast, a car with a spotty maintenance history is a red flag for potential buyers, as it suggests the car may have underlying issues, leading to a significantly reduced resale value.




The Convenience of Mobile Mechanics




In today’s busy world, convenience is king, which also extends to car maintenance. Enter www.brisbanesmobilemechanic.com and other mobile mechanics—a service that brings the repair shop to you. Mobile mechanics are certified professionals with the tools and expertise to perform maintenance and repair tasks right at your doorstep. Imagine having your oil changed or tires rotated while you continue your daily chores at home or tasks at work. Sounds convenient, right?
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Benefits of Using Mobile Mechanics for Scheduled Maintenance




Convenience: Get your car serviced at home or at work




There is no need to spend your Saturday morning reading outdated magazines in a waiting room. Mobile mechanics come to you, allowing you to continue your day without interruption.




Time-saving: No need to wait in line at a traditional auto shop




Time is money, and using a mobile mechanic can save you both. You can schedule appointments at times that suit you, eliminating the need to fit your routine around garage hours.




Personalised Service: One-on-one consultation about your car’s needs




A mobile mechanic can give you personalised advice tailored to your vehicle’s condition and driving habits, enhancing the quality of the service you receive.




When to Consider Using a Mobile Mechanic




	For simple maintenance tasks: Mobile mechanics are perfect for routine tasks like oil changes, brake inspections, and tire rotations.
	When you have a busy schedule: If you’re juggling work, family, and personal commitments, a mobile mechanic can adapt to your schedule, making it easier to maintain your vehicle.
	For pre-purchase inspections if buying a used car: A mobile mechanic can meet you at the car sale location to perform an inspection, giving you peace of mind before you buy.





By now, the message should be clear: skipping your car’s scheduled maintenance is a risk not worth taking. The downsides range from financial headaches to serious safety hazards and even a significant reduction in your car’s resale value. We’ve also introduced the concept of mobile mechanics as a convenient solution for maintaining your vehicle without disrupting your daily routine.




Suppose the idea of taking time out of your busy life to go to the garage has been your primary obstacle to keeping up with scheduled maintenance. In that case, mobile mechanics offer an excellent solution. Whether it’s the convenience of location, personalised service, or time-saving benefits, mobile mechanics make it easier than ever to stick to your vehicle’s maintenance schedule.…
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                The nervous system of a car is wiring that passes through the chassis and transmits electrical signals to other systems and control modules. This mass of wires should be reliable and consistent and be able to be used for many years in harsh conditions (repeated sun exposure, rain, dust and dust, etc.). The mass of these wires, connectors and wiring looms also reduces weight.




Typical OEM wiring devices weigh more than 70 pounds. Its weight causes serious harm to vehicles, such as racing cars, which try to diet. The thickness of a standard wiring loom can be an important factor, even if the space is minimal or you want to hide the wiring as clean as Shoka. Wiring has various aspects that can affect car fabrication, and by meeting these factors and requirements, the Mil-Spec wiring market has been formed.




Automotive Mil-Spec wiring is derived from standardized and certified wiring used in military and aerospace applications. Real military specification wiring is manufactured in a strict environment to ensure the robustness, reliability and purity of the materials used, such as copper inside the wire. All these requirements and standardization are aimed at increasing the reliability and reliability of electrical systems.




Mil-Spec wires are Teflon coated to shield them from RF signals to prevent electrical interference. Electrical pins are gold to ensure the best possible electrical signal. For planes flying in the air or tanks fighting in desert battles, there is no room for electrical problems. Car versions differ in that they do not have certification. The fact that there are no certificates reduces the cost of various components. The car Mil-Spec bulkhead is smaller compared to the aerospace and military versions.
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Mil spec wiring design considers weight and space-saving. “Because there are more strands per cable, they can carry more current than non-mill-spec wires of similar size,” said Mark Sanchez of Advanced Engineering West, whose wires are smaller than unspecified wires. This allows you to use smaller cables to support electrical components, and smaller wires lead to smaller wiring looms, which are like lighter wiring harnesses.




Most bulkhead connectors in OEM applications are large rectangular plastic connectors. Mil-Spec connectors are circular and sealed with O – rings and fixed rings. By comparison, it is small in size and requires only a 1-or 2-inch hole to allow wiring to pass through the firewall. Automotive Mil-Spec bulkhead is available in stainless steel, aluminium and plastic. Mil-Spec wiring has become wiring for expensive car builds, off-road trophy trucks and racing boats.




All wiring looms first start with a diagram or plan. The pattern of electrical connectors and components is drawn, the appropriate AWG wiring and the required wire length are determined.




Unlike conventional crimpers, Mil Spec wiring requires a specific tool consisting of a wrench and a removable turret. The industry standard Crimper is Daniels Manufacturing Corporation (DMC) M22520-1-01 Standard Indent Crimp Tool. This tool requires a turret, which is sold separately. Turret DMC M22520-01-02 has 3 holes. Each hole is a different colour, indicating the size of the largest wire that can be crimped. On the side of the turret, there is a chart indicating the hole to secure the pin among the three holes. The choice of holes depends on the pin and wire size. The dial switch on the handle is used to determine the jaw or crimping depth. It is a very complex crimper that is closer to surgical tools than a typical standard wire crimper. This complexity leads to a higher price of $ 400 or more for handle and turret assemblies.




James Lin Motorsports (JLM), an electronic solutions specialist and Motec distributor, designs and builds Mil-Spec wiring harnesses for customers and advanced users in the auto racing industry. When the customer sends the wiring specifications, the wiring harness strategy is shown in a diagram. Then the wiring technician passes the plan and begins to compile electrical components. Use Mil-Spec wire of various colours to distinguish the wire from other wires. The fact that the wires are coloured is relatively new in the world of Mil-Spec, where the wires were offered only in white. Bulkhead assemblies with associated retaining rings and O – rings match large heat shrink tubes that protect pins and connectors from elements. After the wiring harness is completed, pour electric epoxy on the back of the heat sink tubing to completely seal the connector.




The complexity and time required to create a wiring harness can range from thousands of dollars to more than $ 18,000 for a full wiring harness for a trophy truck. These prices are atmospheric but are a must for race teams that rely on JLM’s expertise and years of wiring experience. And for Motec customers, wiring looms made by distributors are a must if you want a warranty.




JLM does not sell directly to the public, but ProWire USA and Aircraft Spruce do. We offer all the wiring, pins, connectors, shrink tubes and epoxies that JLM uses for expensive wiring looms. They also sell crimpers and turret assemblies.




With the right components and equipment, you can benefit from the better connectivity, lighter weight, smaller wires and overall neat appearance provided by Mil-Spec wiring.…
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                The shock absorbers and struts of your vehicle are there to protect you and the car from any effect of external shock by absorbing all the shocks. They ensure that the tires stay on the ground for safe traction and driving claimed Volkswagen service. These struts and shock absorbers also prevent the car from touching the ground when it passes over obstacles like a bump or a pothole, and they also provide optimum stability while you turn your vehicle to avoid an obstacle.
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How do shock absorbers and struts work?

Each wheel comes with a strut or shock absorber with which it gets connects to the car’s suspension system and frame. Shocks and struts support the vehicle weight and provide resistance from top to bottom and from one side to the other. It minimises bouncing, vibration or even sway while ensuring maximum stability. There is, however, a difference between a shock and a strut. This difference lies in the fact that a shock has coiled springs outside of it, while a strut contains its spring inside the assembly.

While the struts and shocks are two unique types of suspension, they both have the same function, and that is to nullify the movement of the spring. While the spring absorbs all of the external forces from bumps, potholes, or rough roads, the strut or shock absorber prevents the impact on the vehicle and keeps the car on the ground without any problem.

Like all the parts of the vehicle, shocks and struts tend to wear out it is essential to check your car to know when it is time to repair your shock absorbers or struts.

When to pay attention to your struts and shocks?

Notice any unusual noise

These struts or shock absorbers are cushioned with rubber bushings, and they wear out over time. When it goes worn out, it causes some banging or rattling noise as you drive your car over a bump or pothole. The noise generated by shocks or struts is because they are broken or worn out.

Resulting in dropping the control and stability of the vehicle

When the struts or shock absorbers are worn out, it is difficult to control the car. The car can also tilt as you’re turning to one side. When the vehicle is over bumps or small potholes. Or when the road conditions are not perfect, driving a car with a worn-out shock absorber or strut becomes difficult and even uncomfortable.

[image: ]

The steering response goes bad

If you have to continuously adjust your steering to keep your vehicle driving in a straight direction, it could be a sign your strut or shock is worn out. It causes your steering response to be slower, and it is risky to drive.

Tire wear and tear

You could be experiencing tire wear and tear, and this is one of the most popular symptoms of an abnormal or faulty strut or shock. The pattern of this wear is similar to those of scalloping or cups where there is thread appearing round over the circumference. It is due to the wearing away of struts or shocks which will result in rapid wear outs of tires.

All of these and more are signs you have to pay attention to your strut and shocks.…
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                You have a powerful beast on two wheels that is your pride and you want to ensure that you take good care of it. A motorbike can provide you with a good ride even in rough terrains and it is a blessing when it comes to manoeuvring through huge traffic. You want to leave no stone unturned in maintaining and taking care of your two-wheeler to ensure its longevity. This article will deal with how you can take care of your motorbike and what all you need to do.

How Do I Keep My Motorcycle In Good Condition?

If you want to ensure that your motorbike remains in its best condition throughout then you need to conduct thorough check-ups at regular intervals.
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Here are some of the things you need to take care of to keep your motorcycle in good condition:

	Check the air filter
	Keep an eye on the wheel balance and positioning
	Ensure that you maintain the right level of engine oil
	Lubricate your transmission system after every interval
	Check the battery for any signs of spill or leakage
	Keep a lookout for the sprocket and also keep measuring the level of fork oil from time to time


Taking a ride anywhere can cause your air filters to be congested with pollutants. Make sure that you clean your air filter from time to time or replace it when necessary. Engine oil is essential to ensure the longevity of your bike engine. Any sort of contamination like the presence of carbon particles in the engine oil would lead to improper functioning of the internal parts of the engine and result in high fuel consumption. Refill with fresh engine oil whenever necessary till the required level.

Make sure you lubricate your bike chain with engine oil or paraffin wax from time to time and also ensure that the chain has the required tension around the rear wheel.

The battery is an essential part of your motorbike which decides the performance and longevity of the vehicle. It should be free from spillage and should be serviced or replaced from time to time. Also, keep an eye on the bike tyres in case any sort of object is stuck in its corrugations. This can result in leakage of air. You need to always ensure that optimal pressure is maintained in your bike tyres.

[image: ]

How Often Does A Motorcycle Need Maintenance?

The type and the frequency of maintenance for every bike vary from each other based on its model and make. Every manufacturer specifically mentions the interval and duration of maintenance depending upon the model specifications.

Generally, it is ideal to have your motorbike undergo maintenance every year. Also, it is advisable to do a maintenance check after every 4000 miles to 6000 miles covered by your motorbike.

Why Do Motorcycles Require More Maintenance?

Motorcycles are more exposed to the rough weathers and harsh terrains which make it susceptible to wear and tear. The engine of a motorbike is temperamental and produces high torque value thereby impacting the RPM.

Some of the parts of the motorcycle are directly exposed to rocks, chemicals, hard water, to name a few which makes it all the more necessary to have your bike checked and repaired if necessary.

How Do You Keep A Fi Motorcycle?

If you want to keep a fuel-injected motorcycle, make sure you check the following things from time to time:

	Spark Plugs
	Fuel Filter
	Exhaust
	Air Filter


Make sure that your FI motorcycle does not have a congested fuel filter which can hamper the performance of the engine. You wouldn’t want to go on a bumpy ride full of vibrations due to your choked fuel filter. Also, the sound created by exhaust and the colour displayed by the spark plug will tell a lot about engine health. Please ensure that you keep an eye on these elements and repair or replace them whenever required.

These steps will ensure proper auto care for your two-wheelers and will aid in adding to the longevity of your motorbike.…
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                The work schedule of automotive engineers includes the development of all types of automotive including trucks, passenger cars, motorcycles, off-road vehicles, and buses, etc. They also modify the existing models as well as design the new ones. They also solve engineering-related problems in automobiles and garage door repair as well as design and plan the process of manufacturing the automotive.

In a commercial establishment, automotive engineers use their innovative skills as a mechanic to provide solutions for the problems so that their efforts can help the company to make profits effectively. They are also responsible for research, design, develop, and produce various types of automobiles and their parts. They also prepare specifications for the design and their estimated cost. They prepare drawings and plans after analyzing all the aspects including environmental safety and energy consumption. They use computerized models to predict the behaviour of the vehicles and their components under different conditions.
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What is the automotive system?

An automotive system is the entire system of an automobile that can help not only in moving people from one place to the other but also produce, harvest and move products to distribution centres along with improving the quality of life in an affordable manner.

What is the difference between automotive and automobile?

Though the terms automotive and automobiles are considered synonymous actually they are quite different from each other. The word automobile is normally used as the name of a vehicle with four wheels that is designed to transport passengers and goods. Automotive on the other hand is an adjective that can be used for any kind of motor vehicle, two-wheeled, three-wheeled, and four-wheeled and even with more number of wheels.

What does the automotive industry include?

The term automotive industry covers all the organizations and companies busy in designing, developing, manufacturing, and selling all types of automobiles including motor vehicles, motorcycles, mopeds, and towed vehicles. In terms of revenue, the automotive industry is one of the most important sectors of the world economic system. But the industries, involved in the repair and maintenance of the automobiles after their delivery like fuel filling stations and repair shops, etc, are not considered as a part of the automotive industry.

[image: ]

Is automotive engineering a good career?

Automotive engineering is considered a good career option. Most of the engineers prefer a career in this field due to its fast growth and creative environment. The automotive industry is growing at a fast speed and hence offering a wide range of job opportunities to the automobile engineers.

Career opportunities for Automotive Engineers are increasing in the automotive industry because they can become successful automobile engineers by learning this profession by working hard and dedicatedly. Most of the automotive engineers prefer to get jobs in the automotive industry due to its fast growth and need for inventive skills. Engineers can increase their career in the automobile sector at a faster speed due to globalization, diversity, and the competitive environment of this industry. Many automobile manufacturing companies are producing hundreds of new models regularly every year.

Do Automotive Engineers build cars?

Automotive engineers not only build cars but also design and develop all types of automotive including cars, buses, motorbikes, as well as trucks along with their automotive systems. As an automotive engineer one has to modify the existing models as well as design new models to introduce new products in the market regularly and frequently. They also recognize the problems in the products of their company and resolve their engineering-related problems to make them more reliable for the users.

Automotive engineers should also have commercial skills along with their engineering skills to design new products within the budget of their customers. As an engineer, you can specialize in specific fields of automotive industry like engines, structural design or exhaust systems, etc. by consistently practising in any field.

Mainly automotive engineers have to perform in three fields including R&D, designing, and production in the automotive industry. However, they are also responsible for certain other tasks depending upon their area of specialization. They can use CAD to produce new designs of the automotive as well as find the right materials for the production of their components. They can also use the principles of electrical, mechanical, thermodynamics, pneumatic, and hydraulic engineering to solve engineering-related problems in this industry.…
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                After a trip to the beach, it is necessary to take care of your 4wd. Some 4wd care tips are provided hereunder to make AutoCare easier for you. While cleaning your 4wd after the beach trip you should first of all wash it by using a pressure washer or garden hose to remove loose grime, grit, and mud from it a bit faster.

[image: ]

Then to clean your vehicle thoroughly you should use a microfiber cloth, wash soap, wash mitt made of microfiber as well as a car wash sponge or brush. The brush or sponge should be soft enough to avoid scratches on the paint of your vehicle.

Now you have to clean under the 4wd by lying down on the ground. But if you cannot lie down on the wet ground then you can use an angled underbody pressure washing wand to make it easier to wash under 4wd.

Now you can use a microfiber towel to dry up your vehicle so that no spot of water can be seen on its paint. However, if you do not have time to wash your 4wd yourself then you can take it to a car wash service to save your time and effort but it can be a bit costly affair for you.

Can I use 4wd all the time?

You should use 4wd most of the time if your vehicle offers two-wheel-drive or four-wheel-drive options. Though the 2wd option can consume a bit less fuel 4wd is the best for driving on dry pavement as well as at the start of the rainy season. 4wd automatically offers extra traction whenever required.

How do you clean under 4wd?

After a trip to the beach or muddy track, it is necessary to clean under 4wd at the earliest possible occasion.

[image: ]

While cleaning under 4wd you should, first of all, remove big chunks of mud from the outside and under your vehicle by using a garden hose or pressure washer. After removing big pieces of mud from the exterior and under 4wd you should get under it and use usual tools like mitts, brush, and sponges, etc to clean the mud saturated under it thoroughly.

Then you can use the garden hose again to remove the remaining mud with a blast of water.

When should I use 4wd low?

You should use 4WD Low strictly while driving for the places where you may need multiplication of torque to help you like on deep sand or driving slow off-road.…
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                How much does Lube Mobile cost?

It depends on the mechanic but it usually costs $380. This is a pretty high price for something that is in demand. According to garage roller doors Sydney, the sooner you realize you need it, the better it will be for everyone involved. Better not take for granted the amount of money you are going to spend on lube mobile. After all, you would want to get it over with as soon as possible. When you pay them good money, they will surely do their job in the right manner. There are times when you can pay via credit card anyway so you won’t have to worry about needing to withdraw a large amount from the nearest ATM now.[image: ]

Do mobile mechanics make good money?

They make $750 a week. That figure will certainly increase the longer the mechanic is doing the job. Yes, it means the more experience the mechanic gains than the more money he is going to get. If it inspires you to be a mechanic one day, you certainly can’t blame yourself. After all, you will be dealing with cars soon enough. Most men love dealing with all types of cars even if it involves fixing them. Besides, it involves fixing different models and dealing with different engines. It is not bad considering what you are going to do in the job.

Do I need a license to be a mobile mechanic?

You would need a business license to become a mobile mechanic. It depends on your local city government with regards to the types of business licenses that you need. You would want to get those things right away so you can start with your business immediately. It is a great way to earn a side income and you would not want to do it any other way. As for being a mechanic, you don’t need a license for that. You just need a lot of knowledge and you can get that by enrolling in crash courses about fixing cars. It is going to take time to learn all these things but it is going to be worth it once you become knowledgeable about it.

How do I find a good mechanic in my area?

The best way to find a good mechanic in your area is to look for online. All you need to do is to type in the keywords good mechanic plus your area and you will arrive with all the needed results. The next thing to do would be to look at the feedback left for each mechanic. You will certainly feel confident about the capabilities of a mechanic if he garnered a lot of great reviews. On the other hand, you won’t feel good about a certain mechanic if he does not have any good reviews there. When you find a good mechanic, it is possible you would want to get his contact number so when the event arises that you need a mobile mechanic, you can just contact him again. Of course, that is assuming he does not have a lot on his plate. These people are known to be busy all the time and they would want to get their hands dirty pretty often.

What can a mobile mechanic do?

The mobile mechanic can assist with all types of vehicular problems. There can be a lot of things that can go wrong with a car. It is possible you are going to be stuck in the middle of nowhere and your car won’t start. This is the exact situation when you would need a mobile mechanic. The person can fix the car battery, the tires, and even the engine itself. A vehicle has a lot of parts so don’t be surprised if things suddenly go wrong at a point when you least expect it. After all, it would be a bit of a hassle when you try and solve the mechanical problems yourself. There is a good chance you won’t get anywhere and it won’t be long before you are going to give it up. On the other hand, the mobile mechanic will bring all the needed equipment to repair the car problem in a short span of time.…
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